INTRODUCTION
Consider a solution u(x, t) of the following boundary-initial value problem for the heat equation:
with f(x) assumed, to begin with, to be in C[a,b}. Suppose further that f(x) £ C l [a,b] and vanishes at the endpoints, then by noting that v = u x is a solution of the problem we obtain the estimate as a consequence of the maximum principle.
The goal of this paper is to derive estimates of the same type as (1.3) for gradients of solutions u of the higher dimensional version of (1.1); that is, for solutions u(x, t) with (x, t) £ fi x (0, oo), fi being a bounded domain in K n , n > 2, of the problem Assuming that f(x) e C 1 (fi) and vanishes on dft, we shall be able to obtain estimates of the form (1.3), provided that dft is sufficiently smooth and most importantly satisfies the following mean curvature condition: Let p be a typical point on <9fi and suppose that after suitable rotation and translation of our coordinate system placing p at the origin of the system, the portion of 9fi lying in a neighborhood of p is the surface described by the function where (x 1 ,. .. ,x n-1 ) varies over a neighborhood of (x 1 = 0, ...,x n-1 = 0) with g(0,..., 0) = 0 and with the positive x n direction corresponding to the outward normal direction from 9Q at p. Then the mean curvature condition that we shall assume Oft to satisfy is that
The precise statement of our result is 
., -j^r], the spatial gradient ofu, hereinafter denoted by gradu(x, t), we have the estimate
The estimate depends crucially on <9fl satisfying the curvature condition (1.6). And we shall give an example showing that it fails when this condition does not hold.
We should point out that without this condition, but assuming only that cTZ is sufficiently smooth, Ladyzenskaja et al. in [2] have derived bounds for grad u(x,t) depending on max I grad f(:r))|, max |/(a:))|, as well as dft (see [2] Theorem 4.1, p. 443 n n and Lemma 6.1, p. 589). The plan of the paper is as follows: The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be described in Sections 2, 3, and 4. In Section 5 we will explain the construction of an example showing that (1.7) may fail when (1.6) does not hold.
